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This Is Why We Say 'Scot-Free' (And Not 'Scott Free') |
HuffPost
From Middle English scotfre, from Old English scotfr?o
(“scot-free; exempt from royal tax or imposts”), equivalent to
scot (“payment; contribution; fine”) + -free.
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What's the meaning and origin of the phrase 'Scot free'?.

Scot-free | Definition of Scot-free by Merriam-Webster
Tim Bowen sheds some light on the origins and definition of
the phrase to get off scot free.
scotch free / scot free | Common Errors in English Usage and
More | Washington State University
The meaning of the phrase Scot-free, and its origin. See
examples and synonyms for it too. Plus, find the definitions
for hundreds of idioms like this.
Urban Dictionary: Get Off Scot-Free
Q: What's the origin of “scot free”? Is it an insult to people
from Scotland? A: Contrary to what you may think, “scot free”
has nothing to do with.
The Term "Scot Free" Does Not Come from the Dred Scott v.
Sandford Supreme Court Case
“Scot free”, also sometimes written “scotfree”, “scot-free”
or, incorrectly, as “Scott free” actually pre-dates the Dred
Scott Supreme Court ruling in.
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Cool story you have but not the origin of Scot Free. The
police don't want anything to do with it as we do not know
where or when Scot Free happened, so the culprits get off
scot-free and we have to pay the price. Who would have thunk
the republicans were the good guys….
Itquicklyspreadtobeingusedwheneversomeonegotoutofpayinganythingth
It is a close relative of shotwhich at one time could have the
same meaning of a contribution or a share of Scot Free.
Sandford case has since given rise to the false etymology that
it had something to do with this Supreme Court ruling on
whether Dred Scot and his family should be free or not.
RealLife.Another common misconception is that the phrase has
some association with the Scottish.
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